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\ll "R T 
Kohoncn has dcvclopc I an algorithm with s '1 r- ruani fl r n tw rk of 
adaptive clements. These elem nts r cei s i in I fr rn n c nt p e and the signal 
representations arc aut matically mapp d ont a f utput r in such way that 
these re ponscs acquire the amc top logi al rd r a that f th primary events. 
In human heart mod ling pr cc gm ntation i the most important thing 
before create the 3 dimensional modeling f human heart. Heart images from the source 
can be processed t become the signal for the elf- rganizing Maps (SOM) network and 
the output neuron that have adapted t th image , present interesting features such as 
contour-extractions and edge dctccti n . 
In thi rk th Neural Net rk applicati ns pccific t the ' If- r ianizin 1 
nctw rk u cd t scgrn nting the human heart images t pr duccd the dim nsi n 1 
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1. AN INTRODUCTION 
"llUMAN 11/!:ART MODIU.IN(1''' 
Modeling an organ in th ht111H111 ho I is one )!' 1h0 1 r ntury 
but now days it not going I be a probl m ng in. In )r 'rt m 
with accompany by an artificial int llig 11 t hniqu , n ur 1 n 1\ rk i ne of the most 
available technique ch o c to involve in thi: 
definition of this ti tic. 
hapter introduced the 
1.0 An Introduction to the Human Heart 
1 luman l lean M doling i a concept to earch information about human heart 
which i, one f the advantag is t gi c the heart pumping by including time domain. 
The heart i essentially a mus le (a little larger than the fist) Like any oth 'r mus ·I' in 
the human b dy, it c ntracts and pands. The wall of the heat I ar made up of I ht '' 
layers, whil the cavity i divid d int G ur parts. There arc tw upp r .hamb 1 s, .nllc I 
the right and I It atria, and two lower chambers called the right and l ·n ventnclcs I he 
Right triurn, receives blood from the upper and lower l od thrc ugh th' ·'"I<'/'/()/' 1• ·111 
.ava and the inferior 11~111 ·0110, r'SP' uvctv, and from th' heart muscl its lf tluouuh 
th '()f'()J1C11)1 si1111s. The right atrium is the larg 't or th' t o at: ia, ha in.1 't thin wnlls 
The right atrium op n · into th right 'nlri ·1' through the l'IKhl cunoventtcutar ,. ilv« 
(tri .uspid). 
The left atrium small ·r than th ri 1hl auium, but hn thi ·k •1 ' alls Th 'ah 









smaller than the tricuspid. It opens into the left vcntri I an j H min is .1 n '-\\ 1y v ilvc 
The Aorta, the largest artery in the body, whi 'h ori i111t '!'l from th l 'H v .ntri '\' 
From the cxplanati ns I now that th hum 111 h wt hn r l l irtiti ns. F r the 
purpose of modeling each partition must be n fir t b fore 
pcrf rming thcr processes. om thing that must thinks L b ut what i the 
technique for the extraction this partiti n. Th re ar hniqu to perform this 
work in image proces ing field or in the artif ial int llig n f Id. Figure 1.1 and figure 
1.2 i the image view about human h art and ' hat have already been discussed in 
previou paragraph lo give an extra under landing to the heart partitions. 
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~igure 1.2: Internal Partitions of Human Heart 
l. l A Definition of Mod •ling 
The cc nd u ful kcyw rd l begin i a dcfinitir n of a model. M id ·Is 1 'Pl s nt 
an abstract! nor reality - the rcprc .cn: what things were lik ·, what th' ·nul I b Iii \ 
or what they h uld be like. Model· arc designed to clarif irtain aspc ts r a probl m 
or problem area; they are supp scd t highli iht c rtain imp rtant 1 .larionships and 
c rtain I c interactions. more general definition or a mod I is a subset o r lat il nshi] · 
in th r al w rid. 
In thi till c ntact, a mod I r -1' rr cl to th' h iart model that ab tra tion from 
rcalit or human heart. This mod 'I rcprcs .nts . hat th' h ail ' a: lik , ' hat th hcan 









1.2 Title Analysis and Problem 
l) hoosing the modeling software in tl1 marl 'l 
There is several software in marl 'I 1lrn1 p rf rrninu n 4 im 'm~i n I m d ling 
and must be suit to the syst m d v lopm 'Ill re wir'm nt. oftware 
is M/\TL/\13, 30 tudiolvlax, Virtu 11 Re lit I nipul tin 1 nguag , OpenGL 
and etc. 
2) ing an Artificial lntcllig nee Technique in m d ling pro e s. 
There arc cveral technique in artificial int llig nee for modeling process. But 
the technique choo e i Neural et ork for cla sifier. 
1.3 The Objectives 
When considering l mod I the human heart the mo t important thing that should 
be thin! i the object iv S f modeling, this modeling job is quick same HS I ii' OI h r~ 
curr nt m doling, that the main bjcctivc t achieve the main g al, pt s '11li11g the 
acquired rn dcling with the good and c act shape. Nev irthclcss l1 rng lo mod I th 
human h an is come fr m many purpose other than th main g al. 
The bj ctive arc: 
r: Usin 7 the Neural N •tworl in the mndclinu process. 
r: Vi •wing h •art in sa 1gital axial and coronal dimension. 
r: Design 3 dimensional luunun h ·art 1111<1 included time ·I m ·11t 









,- Extract certain component in the human heart 
,- egment the partition of human h ·art. 
In rder lo follow these obicciiv s, th 
defined and determined. 
Ii ti n mu t be 
1.4 Project cope 
The system can u c by any per on to I arn about human heart. But m this 
subsection introduced the little bit about the u c of thi ystem. 
Surgery doctor 
o Thi y tern can model a patient' heart before phy ician doing the 
pcrati n. horn thi performance the phy ·ician can extract the certain 
partiti n in human heart (c.g: tumor, region or into •st) b '!'01 ' 
p rf rrning th pcrati n to the patients. This system also a11 h Ip to 11 ' 
the information ab ut rccc gnitiou the right pauitions in th h 'Ht t 
Medical student (uni .rsity) 
0 r r medical tudcnt purp an g1 th tud nl 1 '' 111 
c renal, saggital, a ial and trans crsc and als .an sli th h ·11 t tl 
tract the cuain partiti ns. It .an ii i thc in!' 1 mation to th' m ·Ir "Ii 
tud mt in knowinu th' stru .turc of th' human h art in th' stu I b si I· 
use the real organ rr 111 th' cl iad person. tud nt also .an u: this: st m 










o In the purpose of school stud '11t, it ihout us 
introducing the human h art p irtiiions. Th's -h l stu i nt I~ 11 Vt W 
the heart in the coronal, sac >itnl, :1 ni . ham thi 
ntent of the performance th school stud 'nt ··111 knov th sh p 
human heart. Als the p rforrnan ' in sb ' ins th human h art in slices 
and scgrn ntati n can gi th ho I tud nt knox more about the 
partitions in the heart and la er of th heart. The benefit all of this is to 
ma! e chool student under Landing and know the correlation of human 
structure t their bi logical function that they have study in the school. 
1.5 Project chedule 
T ma! e .urc the pr jcct that have been develop reach their obj ctiv •s i11 th 
Ii ed time, a schedule have been con tructcd The .cbcdulc i to 11su1, 1h•1t th, 
development application running in the smooth wa . It has si main pm· ·ss 'S in th' 
pr jeer s hedule: 
i. Project Title and Plan u 1gcstion 
Thi I vcl i · about analysis the titl and find out the auribut that ' ill 
construct th plan r proj ict. It is in .lud id proj .ct bj .cti 
the list r r the projc t p rf rrnan ' planning. 
ii. Lit rature R .vi iw 
· ·01 in I 
In this st 'P th' tc ·l111olog uml sulhva1 · ·011sid ·1 in ol ' Ill th1-. p101 ''l 









with supervisor and friends, and throu ih th' pr' us stu i 'Ht r -_· .ur .h 
that correlation Lo this proj .ct. 
iii. Requirement Arrnlysis 
The step introduced th infoi m tin l ut syst m r quir m nt. Lt 
included the fun 'I ion r iquir men: th I will b LL fl llow the 
objective r this pr j cl and thcr n n- un ti n r quir ment that needed 
by the ystem. Through thi inforrnati n, m thodolog that will use to 
construct the yst m will d tcrrninc, 
iv. System Design 
This stage i all ab ut ph ical de ign to the y tern. From this stage the 
user interface de ign will be create and al o, the input and output desi m 
ri r the y tern. 
v. i ncoding 
The cod that will use in the yst 'Ill will recognize in this I v I 
vi. Testing 
For the formal in the testing level mu t f llo th' step in th 
c mp nent in the ·y stern like module l cl, and th 'I\ int ·gratirni Ol\L' 
module with another module and I ·sting to all part or th s st 111 1·01 this 
project, testing procedure i · nl 1 l{H th' s st •111 t I ·1 ation and 1' ·u1 a 1 
b cause this i a small s st '111 and den t has too mu h rnodul t b t t d 
for the purpose or intc >rat d 
ii. Documentutiun 
Th' us ·1 t1l um II ill l • ·011st1u ·t •d in this st 'I, it is imp: rtant if 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Overview 
These chapters begin with in-depth look at th s nninn t hni ue in th medical 
imaging. 
2.1 Introduction to MRI 
Nuclear magnetic resonance ( MR), a prop rt or atom , has proven to be an 
informative technique in many field of iudy, particular! in chemistry arid physics. The 
magnetic re onance signal i very rich in mea urable characteristics -- including initial 
strength, frequency or oscillati n, and rate or recovery and decay -- that reflect th 
nature or a population r atom ' the structure or their environment, and the way in whi .h 
the at ms interact with thi environm nt. Furthcrm re, nc can manipulat th 
magnetic cnvir nmcnt in pac and time t m dify the NMR signal without signili 'Hntl. 
affecting material tru iurc. 
Relative! recently, magnetic rcsonanc • was c tended l th' iJI \'l\'O stud or 
human anal my. This wa made p s ible by new, pra tical 111 nhod · lt)1 ·iting i inal 
from limit d lurncs I ], and for generating spatial ma] s or thi .. i >nal I 1 ll I 111 l 
prirnaril n the differential de a and re 'O L'I .h 11a ·t ·risti 'S r th pl t It 11 11 
ignal (general! termed r la ation b 'ha i ir , this le hn ilog 
high c ntra t among various son tissu ·s and organs . a 1 .sult, magnetic rcsonan , 
ima >ing MRI) has l \ '01\lC th. iuodalit or .hoic in 11Hll1 diagnostic tudi ·s or the 









acquisition speed and quantitative accura or r 'lat' i Ill znsur 's f l '\l si n d 
characteristics, the range or clinical applications tor IPI 't ntinu 's I 
2.2 The Discov ·ry of MIU 
Bloch and Purcell, both or whom \ 'I \ rdc th 
discovered the magnetic rcsonanc ph norn non ind 'P n ntl 1 in 1 46. ln the period 
between 1950 and 1970, NM R wa d I p 'd and u d f r hemical and physical 
molecular analysi . Jn 1972, th X-ray ba 'Cd c mput riz d tomography was introduced. 
This date is important to the MRI timeline becau e it hawed hospitals were willing to 
spend a large amount of money for medical imaging hardware. Ln 1973, Lauterbur 
demonstrated imaging u ing NMR and the back projection technique used m T. In 
I 75, Ernst propo .cd magnetic re ouancc imaging using pha .c and frequency encoding. 
the curr nt MRI technique. Edel tcin and c -wo1 kcrs dem nsiratcd imaging or l he ho I 
using this technique in I 8 . A ingl image could b acquired in appro imnt I r1 1 
minutes. By I 8 , Lh imaging time was r xluc xl Lo about five s ''011ds, iihou: 
acri!icing to mu .h n image quality. 
ln 1988, umoulin perfected MRI angiograph , hi .h all cl imagu. I or 
n ing blood without the use of' contrast ag mts. In I , cch -plann 'I ima un 1 ' as 
intr duccd which permitted image a ·quisiticrn H high-s] ' d rate Ian 1 .hni .ians 
thought this technique would b appli cl in cl na1ni · MRI tr joints, inst ad it ha· be '11 
LI cd for imaging the region. ( r th. brain r isponsibl I ro1 thought and motor t ntrol In 
I, Ri ·hard Ernst , as r ., ard xl 1'01 his H ·hi., ·111 nls in puls id ~R ·rnd 11 I wuh 









at Stony Brook and Princeton University dcmoustrat 'd th' ima iinu r hv] 'll l lri1 .d 
129Xe gas for respiration studies. 
-or more than a de ado now, 1 h si ·i 111s Inv use j IP l t 
representations of internal and c t '1T1al anatomi 1 s11 1 turcs, \\: ith th h Ip of these 
images, abnormalities such as tumors .nn b 1sil Rl data are being 
used not only by physicians, but also 111 di al dcvi ' m nuf tur r . hrough the use of 
30 models derived fr m MRI data, mcdi al d 'i implant or prostheses can 
be designed t accurately c nform to the hap or the human body. 
2.2.1 Image Analysis 
The nature f the data produced ith MRI i , in many ways, wel I suited to 
ubsequent image analysi . pccifically, i) many different organs can be distinguish ·d 
with the flexible rt ti uc c ntra t; (ii) resolution can be tailc red to sp ·iii· 
applicati ns and noise i general! well bchav .d; (iii) signal can be i csolv xl i11 th· 
spatial dirncnsi ns t sub-millimeter levels; (iv) one can rcsol c tempo: al si 111 ii ·h 111 'L'" 
at the sub- econd level; finally, (v) ne can brain multiple mcasur '111 nus or th s une 
v lumc lorn nt with different contra t characicris ti . The a t lurnc or I 1t·1 ·11011~ 
on. n d mands c mput r image analysis for int 1 prctati 11 and displa . 
Areas or re earch in image anal sis includ m thods for 1111·1g 
I 12, , I and r gistrati 11 I ,71. Image segmentation facilitat s i) lum 
characterizing di C(I C ( 'j ti 11 fra 'lion in th heart, tum: r olum ), ii is: lation of' 'I 
ti SU' Of' inter 'St from a thr '-di1111tl8il llHI datu .ct, llOIHbl 1'01 th' displa if \'Is .ulat 
ntution 
anatom , Hild iii multipl I 1n1 I I I I 1ist1utio11 lhrnugh th id 1nlif1 ·ation r ·ommon 










specified volume within the same study, (ii) .omparati ' stu jj '$ f' th' s 111\' l iti 'Ill 
over multiple studies perhaps with data or dilf r 'lit ·~ 1111 1st \\ -i htin~ s r '\''I\ i 1t·1 
from different imaging m dalitics, and (iii) ·nmp1!'1tiy stu i s 
multiple individuals. 
The tasl or image analysis i. simplific I ur tly when tt nti n i paid to the 
nature of the basis images. I rnagc qu in 
contrast between tissues, facilitating scgrn ntation. 
1 ted to maximize 
qui iti n can be synchronized to 
motion or priority can be given t ima ring p cd to r du the demands on registration 
algorithms. imilarly, registration f multiple image ith different contrasts is aided by 
acquiring lines or I< space rr m the different images in a time-interleaved manner. For 
segmentation, image resolution hould be elected to minimize the difficulties associated 
with partial v luming, where multiple tis uc arc pre cnt in the arnc voxcl, based on th' 
sizes or the structure or intcrc t. Finally, the additive, aussian nature of' tli • 11ois · ·1111 
be exp! ired t ptirnizc cla · ification trategics in icgmcmation; as a .av .at, th nois · 
Lal cs on a Ri ian di tribution in magnitude ima res most on '11 used for s 'gill •11tutioll 1s 
a r suit or the magnitude operation. 
MR u e magnetic energy and radio wave· to create cross-sc .ti nal irna 1 ·s 01 
"sli cs" f th human body. The main component of' most R s st ms is a lat , ' tub' 
hapcd or c lindrical magnet. f\l ·o no a ailablc arc MR s st .ms ith ·1 '- ·h 1p d 
magnet or ther l pe r pen dcsi In. The str ·11g1h c r I h MR . 'l ·ms magn 'Ii ' Ii 'Id i. 
mca 'urcd in metric unit ·ailed "T 'Sia". Most >l'th • · lindri ·al rnagn ·ts ha 'a :tr ngth 
b 't\· ''n . ) and 1.5 T 'Slt1 and 111osl or th· pc11 or C-slrnp ·d rnagn ·ts ha 
1· ·sla Ml{ s ~t ·11 has ·1 ma 111 ·ti Ii ·Id 









or bore of the cylindrical magnet is usually between m ) n i ( : '\\\ \\ i le - l . II tr 
25.6") and they have a total end-lo-end I ngrh of 1 ) 'tn t .m ' -'" t >I "). 
Approximately % or MR patients suff r Iron: ·I uisf r )ph )l i I in m ~ n t t an 
MR exam in a. traditi nal cylindrical MR s 11i cuts m ) n w have the 
option or having an MR study with an pen IR S)UCm' here t -pi ll 1 many sides of 
the system arc open and claustrophobi an .i I is I .scnc . 
To begin the MR examination, th pati nt i po ition don a special table and 
positioned in ide the MR ystem opening ' here the magnetic field is created by the 
magnet. Each total MR examination typically i comprised of a series of 2 to 6 
sequence, with each sequence la ling between 2 and 15 minutes. An "MR sequence" is 
an acquisition of data that yield a pecific image orientation and a specific type of 
image appearance or "contra t." Thu a typical c am can la ·t Cora total ol'tcn minutes to 
an h ur, depending n the type f am being run and the MR system being us d 
uring the cxaminati 11, a radio signal is turned on and off, and subs iqu 'nt ly I he 
ncrgy, which is ab orbed b different atoms in tile bod • is .cho d 01 r •11 • ·t ·d lrn ·I-. nut 
f the body. The e h c arc continuously measured b th' MR ca1111e1 and a di iitnl 
computer recon tructs these echoe into images f the bod . The tap] ing h .ard dut in 1 
th MR exam i · created when "gradi 11t coils" arc swit ·h 'd on and off to met sure the 
MR signal reflecting back out of the pat: '11t1s hod b •11 ·lit l f' M RI is tint it "Ill 
ca ily acquire direct view r th, bod in almo ·t an 01 i .ntation, hil 'T ~ ·11111 .rs 
t picall acquir images perp •11di ·ular tl1 tll ·long bod axis 









Medical images taken of' th hum ru b iy arc ,1' [uire i ir 
displayed in three main ori »uations: 
I. oronal orientation: 111 1 ·r ss S' tin pl n ), for 
c ampl , A ro .. th' sh uldcrs, ivi in th body into 
front and ba k h 
2. agittal ori ntation: 111 a ction (plane), for 
example, d wn the middl , di iding the body into left and 
right halve 
3. Axial orientation: in a cross section (plane), perpendicular 
to the I ng a i of the body, dividing the body into upper 
and I wer ha! vc 
Figure 2.0: main planes f acquisition used in MR imaging 
View which ar combinati 11 fthc above three ori ntations all 'd oblique s) 
an al be directly acquired with the MR system, 'I hcsc oblique vie , ar 
c pccially important f r rth pcdic and sports medicine a1 pli ations . h 11 1 nd n. 











1. Hydrogen p ro tcns , 
po s ltlve ly ch rg d p rtlcl s 
tn tho hyd rogon m o lcc.110'1 
nuc l u:;;, no rm 1 ly sp In In 
r ndcrn d I rec tlons 
2. Protons wobb I In 
I lgnrn ent with rn gnetlc 
field£ of v rylng Intensity; 
frequency of wobbl is 
p ropo rtlonate to strength 
of lndlvldu I rn gn tic fl Id 
3. A brief radio sign I, 
whose scundwave freql1ency 
qu ls th frequ ncy of 
wobble of cert In protons, 
knocks those protons out 
of llgnrn nt 
4. Wl-1 n r d io s lgn I c s s. 
proton sn p b ck Into 
llgnm nt with rn gn tic 
field, m 1tting r dio sign 
of th Ir own. th t announces 
th pr s nc of sp clflc 
tissu 
-. ingl pr i ns, II , pinning randomly--are 
auuht udd nly m trong magnetic field, 
th 1 t nd tin up like so many compass 
n edl . lf the protons are then hit with a short, 
prcci ly tuned burst of radio waves, they will 
momentarily flip around. Then, in the process 
or returning to their original orientation, the 
re ound with a brief radio signal of' their own. 
The intcn ·ity of' this emission r ·fl ·is th 
number of protons in a pal Ii .ular "sll ''11 nl' 
matter. 








2.3 CT scanner: An Introduction [ 16] 
2.3.1 What Is A CT Scan? 
Computed tomography ( ~T), also knov n s "ompute 
( AT), is a painless, sophisticated -ra pr dur . .lulti le irn .r 
CT or AT scan, and a cornput r cornpil . th 111 int 
.-\ i l m graphy 
r taken during a 
- ctional pictures 
("slices") of son tissue, bone, and blood ve cl ' 
A T can obtains image f part r th b d that cannot be seen on a standard 
x-ray. Therefore, these scan often result in earlier diagno is and more successful 
treatment of many diseases. 
A T scan is con idered to be a are examination. While T imaging docs 
involve x-ray , the diagno tic ben fit general I outweigh the ri k · or x-ray (radian n) 
exposure. 
In me T can , contrast agents or sedatives may be u ed. A 'Ont nisl 1\~t'11t 
a ub tancc u cd t "highlight" an rgan or tissue during 1-11ni1v11 ion ind is 
ornctimc referred a a "dye." Again, the benefits or early, ac urat diagnosis 









( . I ' ;! II 
'igurc 2.2: amp! CT can image 
CT scanning was developed during the mid-1970s. The original systems were 
dedicated to head imaging and were very low-it taken hour to acquire the images for 
each individual slice. The newe t canner c llcct a many a f ur slices or data in I ss 
than 3 50 micro econd . 
This great impr vcmcnt in the speed or T 'canning ha been accoinpani cl h. 
incrca ed patient cornf rt and higher resolution images. And, a 'can Lim 'S have b ·rnm: 
Ia tcr, the time r x-ray exp ure ha decreased, providing belt r image qua lit <ll In c: 
x-ray do c . 
A T (c mputerized l m graphy) canner rs a s1 .cial kind or -r11 nm hinc 
In ucad or sending ut a inglc X-ray through our b d a, with rdinar -1 a s, s .ral 
beam· arc cnt sirnultan usly fr )111 different angle. The -ra from the b 'ams ar 
dct 'Ct d after th 'Y have passed through th' l od and their sir ngth i. m a. ur d m · 
that have pa . ed through I d 'n, ti .suc su ·has the lun is will b strong 1,' h 
beams that Ila pass 'd through I •11s •r tissu • su .h as lone will be w iak r t\ ·01111 ut 1 










set of measurements made by the scanner is, in effect, a r ss-: ' ti rn t hr u h th' l Iy 
The computer processes the results, displayin > th m BS 1 t\ )- iim nsi n.111 i .ture sh wu 
on a monitor. The technique or CT scannin 1 
Geoffrey I lounsficld, who was awarded I h Nob '1 Priz for his , rk. 
T scans arc far mor dclail ct !hnn h in rm ti n from the 
r 1r 
two-dimensional computer image can b r on, tru 1 d l thr -dimensional 
images by some modern T scanner . They an b u d t irtual images that 
show what a surgeon would cc during an p .rati n. can have already allowed 
doctors to inspect the inside or the body without ha ing to operate or perform unpleasant 
examinations. T scanning ha also proven invaluable in pinpointing tumors and 
planning treatment with radiotherapy. The T scanner wa originally de igned to take 
pictures of the brain. N w it is much more advanced and i · u .ed for taking pictures or 
virtually any part f the body. The canner i pat ticularly good at testing for bl 1 .ding in 
the brain, for ancury m: (wh n the wall of an artery swells up), brain tumm s and l 1 iin 
damage. It can als find tum rs and ab ccsscs thr ughout the bod and is us I 10 iss ss 
type or lung disease. In addition, the T scann 'I' is used lo lool at int rnal inju: ics su .h 
a a torn kidney, plcen or liver; r bony injur , articular! in th spm "l' s "1t111ing 
can al be u cd t guide biopsies and thcraj curie pain proc durcs: 
If the patient i receiving an abdomen s .an, [or ampl , th· ' ill l 'ask ·d 11 )l 
cat f r six hour bcf re the le ·t. Th will b riven a drinl ·c ruaining ia tr iralin, an 
aniseed flavor d X-ray cl , 45 minutes bcf re th pro cdurc. Thi make: th int' tine 
ca .icr Lo sec 011 th' pi .tur is. Som nim ·s a Ii [uid , -111 d ' is inj '·t ·cl into th·' ·ins 
during the test. This also mnk ·sit ·usi ·r tu s ·•th· c 1 •ans, blood v ·sscl r, fo1 ·amp!'. 









a feeling of warmth in their arm. The scanner lool 
scan the patient lies on a bed, with the bod part und 'r ': uuin ui )n 1 luc -d in th' r uni 
tunnel or opening of the scanner. The bed th '111110 s slm 1. bn "'" irds iu r rwards to 
allow the scanner to take pictures of l h bod , a It hough it i Y'S n t t u h th' p ti nt. The 
length of the test depends on the numb taken. A CT 
scan can give the doctor a much clearer pi tur or th in. id' r th b dy than an ordinary 
X-ray. For example, different type of ti u u h as bon , mu le and fatty tissue are 
easy to sec on a T scan. When loo! ing at the abdom n, th can shows various organs 
such as the pancreas, spleen and liver. When it i · nece ar to look at the brain, the areas 
containing liquid - the ventricles - are al o clearly defined. ery small shadows on the 
lungs can also be detected using T and there are now studie looking into using it as a 
screening te t r· r lung cancer. 
2.4 Uttrasouography (U ) 
Ultrason graphy i based on sound rcfl .ctions that producing on oniinuous 01 
real-time image , which arc viewed on a monitor. ound wave a vcr high ft qu 'll · 1 
are emitted from tran duccr that is in contact with the surfa c r th bod I IJ I. Th 
ound wave are reflected fr m the bod '' inicri r bas d int the sam trans du· 1, 
which then rec n truct the return waves inf' rmaiion int ima 1 s. 
2.5 Positron Emission Tomography (PICT) 
Positron nui rsion l0111( gru] h bus ·d Oil th. spnuul disu ibution or 1·1cl10 I ·ti\ it\ 








gamma errussions from the radionuclides within th' bed . P sitr n -nussi u 
tomography detects metabolic activities of' a tissue of int 'r 'st. 
2.6 Single Photon Emission Corupute'Tomngrnphy (SPE 1') 
ingle photon hmissi n ornput Tornogr ph_ L 
decay of injected markers. It also us d t d t t m t b li n ti\ iti 
2.7 Other 
I) Electrical ource Imaging ( I) 
2) lectrical Impedance Tomography (~IT) 
) Magnetic urce Imaging (MSI) 
4) Medical ptical Imaging (M I) 
2.8 till in Development f 15] 
I) Mier wave Imaging 
2) lnfrared Imaging 
) lectr n pin 
Resonance 
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2.9.0 omput •r lmHging 
Vox I b cl 
R nd 1 tnq Isa-surface reconstruction 
3 dim n ional lmag s 
igure 2.3: Image procc in, 1 i1 cl inc 
Visual inf rrnation, transmitted 111 the form I' digital images, i b .ormng a 
major method of communication in th mod irn ag • omput ·r imaging an b d fin cl 









of computer imaging is derived from the fact that our primar ' n ts ur \ isu tl s ins ', 
and the information that can be conveyed in ima ics is »drnor iin ".'· 
Computer reprcsentati nor an imag I' quir 'S 1 m issi, - : m uni r 111, without 
which the medium used to represent th' im l 1 'S, \ Th mas ive 
amount of data required for imag sis on or the r f many sub- 
areas within the field of comput r ima ,ing, imag ornpr 
ultimate "receiver" of the visual inforrnati n, th human vi ual 
itself, provides another important a peel or com put r imaging. 
The field of computer imaging can be divided into t o major categories:- 
gmentation. The 
tern or the computer 
i) omputer vision 
ii) Image processing 
In computer vi ion applications, proce scd image· are for use by a computer. In 
image processing, procc ed image arc for human con .umption. The human visunl 
sy tcm , and the c mputcr a a vi 1 n sy tern, have various Ii 111 itaiions and st r •ngt hs 
omputer imaging re carch r need be aware f the funcu nalit or th 'S' t\ o 
different system ' Th field or image processing grew from lcctrical ngin 'Cring, as '\I\ 
exten ion of signal proces ing. omputer vision developed fr m th ar 'H or .omput r 
er nee. omputcr imaging blend techniques or comput r vi ic 11 and image pro· ssing 
2.9.1 .omputcr raphics 
mputcr graphic i a pccializcd field within the realm of mputcr sci n 
that refers to the reprodu .tion of' visual la\H throu ih th' use or the '( mput 'I J'h1, 
in lud S th' ·r ation 01' 0111J Lil •r imug 'S l{)I displu 01 j)I i11(, and the pro S )f 









to synthesize images from numerical description . The I' hni 1u 'S ' 'r' riuin illy 
developed for realistic displays of hurnan-d '(in 'd obj ''Is, su -h .is in i 'ls fr nu 
computer aided design ( AD). Object. in . I spn '' ire usu 111 • r 'l r 'S 'HI' l v infinit ily 
thin surface patches such as triangles or high 'rm i ir ut cs. ntril uti 




A major use of computer graphic i in de ion pro . Computer aided design 
(CAD) methods are used in designing. Wh n obj ct de ign are complete, or nearly 
complete, realistic lighting model and urface rendering arc applied to produce displays 
that will show the appearance or the final product. 
Image processing and computer graphics are typically combined in medical 
application . This technique i u ed to model and tudying physical functions, design 
artificial limb and plan, and practi e urgcry 21 cro · section or the b dy is obtain 'cl 
using imaging technique . The e lice arc then viewed and manipulated using gniphi ·s 
method to simulate actual surgical procedures and lo try out different sur )i 'HI 'lllS 181 
2.9.2 Volume visualization techniques 
I) Direct surface rend •ring 
urfacc rendering is an image vi ualisation 1 re .css that displa s th 
boundary ran image rather than lice' thr ugh the v lumc 
thcr hand preserve all the in!' rrnation about the sli cs that 
lum r nd ring on th 
an s c not on! ' hat 
the surfac loo! Iii , but also' hat's inside Suil~i ·' 1 ind ·1i111 a ounts on! fo1 tlK' 
urfaccs th mscl 'Sand th' inside is 1101 olume rend 1i11g in orporaics more 









requirements). In some cases, it is desirable to displa b th th' int 'rn ii uu uze 
information, as well as the surface [ 151. 
2) Direct surface rendering and shadows 
This is an image visualisation pro 'SS th 11 lisp! 1.1s the '~t -ri r undary of an 
image and incorporates the shadows of I h obj 'I. 
3) Voxelisation 
Voxelisation is the proce s of producing .)D data from an object description, such 
as polygonal meshes, s that ach voxel ha a alue. o cl ( olume element)is the name 
given to a value in 30 space. The data can then be rendered using a volume visualisation 
technique to produce an image of the original object. Voxelisation is the process of 
converting an bject or nc description into volume data. Appropriate volume 
vi ualisation techniques can be applied to uch data l l 0 Jl I I J. 
4) Volume rendering 
Volume rendering i the pr ccss or btaining images from three dim '11sio11nl 
volume data by treating the data a cloudy mat .rial :ach value in t Ii· data his u ·nlnu1 
and opacity a signed to it during a classification tage. Ray arc cast for ca h pi, I into 
the volume, and the colour and opacity are sampled at even! di uri ut id point.' al ng 
the ray. These sample arc omp sited using standard tc .hniquc to produ the 
accumulative col ur and pacity r a bing th pix l. lrnag 1 r du d b this m tho I 
usually have cvcral differently c I urcd mi-Iran par nt skin v rlaid n opaqu bon 
for an image f a T scan. olum r 'nd rin 1 rn th d: in lud uand: rd lum 
rendering method, adaptive t .nninatic 11, 11t slrncling, l ·1nplnt · m nhud, bilin • 11 111 nhod, 
-ra m thod, ma: imum aluo 111 ·thod, 1111L i111u111 valu m ·thod ith d .prh u an I 










One of the most popular algorithms for vol um r en j erinu im h '~ - 'I\ -rntina 
colour and opacity values for each element in the 
opacityarethcnuscdloprocluccthepi·'lvnlu lbr the final im '.Ch r' r thr main 
step involve in velum rendering [ 12 ll I 1:- 
i) Classification and shading 
ii) Ray casting 
iii) Splitting 
Classification and shading 
The first step of the algorithm invol es obtaining a value for the opacity, 
classification, and the col ur. There are two possible methods for this stage. In one 
isosurfaces arc calculated by mapping an opacity to data values with represent 
boundaries. T avoid introducing artefact , the data with values near that or a boundar 
value is a signed an opacity near that or the boundary opacit In the othci 111 t hod, 'II ·h 
material i a igned an opacity, and the linear mapping is used to xin 'It th' o: 'I 
values into opacitic . Thi n urc that any thin, wi py region will till app 'fir in the 
final image. The vcrall effect of this classification m 'thod is t produ ' ·1 
upcrimp sition or multipl semi-transparent SUI laces [ 12 ][ 1. I 
Ray Casting 
nee an pacity and c l ur ha, b en btaincd f r all the volume lcm nt in th 
data set, th sc mu t be combined to produ .c a 1'1nal ima ic. This i · usual! a hie cl l 
al .ulating th' Ontribution of H .h olumc 'I '111 'Ill in th' pu th of' H I Cl 'fi1 'cl' into th' 









opacity are interpolated from the surrounding value for that ~ oints n th' r I). Ihe 
values along the ray are then combined and t lw final i 1111 ' 'nn l ' fo,i I 1y .d. Th 'S' 
volume rendering techniques arc all tru .turc in h'p 'n icnt. 'l'hi:\ m 11.. 'S th 'tu more 
effective than surface rend ring for n t ru k any 
assumptions about the presence of' fcaiur S su h L urf cs in th 
Splitting 
Another variation on volume rend ring i. kn n a plitting. ln this case, the 
voxcls in the dataset arc traversed from fr nt to ba k ' ith one lice of voxels, and their 
individual contribution to the final imag calculated using a filter, known as a 
reconstruction kernel. The term plitting come from the analogy with throwing 
snowballs at a glas plate. The contribution of an individual snowball is higher nearer its 
centre and gradually tails rt wards the edges. Thi· i reflected in splitting in the fill r 
used to calculate the contributi n r the voxels to the final images. 
plitting has irnilar advantages and disadvantages to the sianda.d velum · 
rendering technique . I I wcver it doe have an additional advantage, in that it is possible 
for the u er t see the image growing nc slice al a tirn , rather than one pi 'I at a time 
a with the ray ca ting technique. 
Develop a parallel graphical algorithm. 
Visuali ation i the pr cc 'S r creating irnag from data in rd 'I le assist 
comprehension. The generation of image· us .d for vi .ualisation r lie an standard 
graphical technique such as ra -tracing, 2-buff·r and alpha-buffer rend iring as' 'II a. 
alg rithms su h a' volume r ind ning and isosiu lu · · g ·11 ·1111in11 whi .h arc "I .cif ·111 , 










All the methods of displaying v lurnc iAlA v hi h nrc 1 s 'ri 
display. Another way in which th dim nsi nnl n tur • )f1h' n b vi ualised is 
by making use an animation. 
Animation involves moving the image plane in ad fin d path round the data set. 
This allows the data to be viewed from light\ diff r nt direction each time. lf the 
frames, or individual images of the picture, can be viev ed quickly enough then the 
effect of motion parallax will give the image the illu ion of 2 dimensions. However, in 
order to make use of motion parallax with real time vi ualisation, images must be 
produced at the rate of at lea t 10 per seconds, the real time visualisation or volume data 
sets is still an active area of research. 
In the meantime, an animati n i still a useful t l for understanding velum dntu 
by taring the image and lool ing at the animation nee all the imag 'S hav be n 
produced. An additional advantage to using animation t view v lumc data is that th 
individual image do not have to be a detailed as the effect r mot ion paralla: an 
compensate for some lo s r detail in the image ' 
5) Pre-processin 1 
Data Conversions 
Th fir t st 1 in th ima c pro· issin 1 pi1 ilin HO ·r ima 1 a .quisit ion is u .uall 
data .onv rsiou, 13 ·sid s a ·111:1111' of' data le rmat, this also invt Ives mcasui cs f0t data 










amounts of data. A typical CT study of 80 cross- ection ith \ _ ;._ : \ _ l i 'L' en .h 
takes 40 megabytes of memory. It an intcrp lation st 'Pis p 'rform 'i, thc si ' l'tho :\ u 1 
may be multiplied common techniques r data re lu ·tinn arc I 1 l:- 
• Cutting 
-A region Linter st is chosen, oth r parts of' the im c r ut w . 
• Reduced spatial resolution 
-Thc matrix size is reduced, for exam pl , b a eraging from S 12 x S 12 pixels to 
256 x 256 pixels. 
• Reduced intensity resolution 
-For example, a 16 bit to 8 bit reduction 
-An intensity window i chosen which represents most of the contrast in the 
images. Thi is u ually done with a hi togram, which .hows the di stribution or 
the grey value . 
The reduced patial and intensity re olution method will generally cause so1111; 
loss of information, therefore these method must be used with care I 11. 
Filtering 
Another important aspect in the pre-processing i image filt iring. Filtci inu is ·1 
general term fir all kinds of image processing i outin s hi ·h ar LI cd t smooth n n1 
enhance the inf rmati n contents of an imag · al '.'amp! is t rmpro c th· 
ignal-t -1101 c ratio, c pccially in MRI images. 1111110111 LI cd n 1, lilt r ar 
average, median and aussran nfortunat I the sc filters rn th out mall d tail as 
well. Beu 'r result an be obtain id ith auisotropi ·diffusion m thods (th 1 lilt rt p 








Filters can be designed to work on 10 lines, 20 imauc , . I v lum 'S, r hiuh sr 
dimensional data. A 10 filter can also b appli 'd to th' in ii i tuul r '' s r · lumns ln 
20 image. However, results arc better if an iin 1g is lilt red \\\th 1 _I lilt 'r and a 
volume with a 30 filter. 
Dah1 structures 
Some of the important data structures us d for olum d t m lud 
• Binary voxcl-rnodcl 
-Voxels values are stored as either 1 (object) or 0 (no object). This simple model is 
not commonly used anymore. In order to reduc storage requirements, a data 
structure called octree, a hierarchical tree tructure, in which binary volumes are 
recursively subdivided into homogenou uh-volumes, can be used. 
• rey level voxcl-rnodcl 
-Each voxcl hold intensity information 
• cncralizcd v xcl-rnodcl 
- -.ach voxcl holds a grey value, and further information such as ob' cl m .mb rship 
label, material percentages or data from other ourccs. This data structure is us d rm 
many advanced applications. 
6) Object definitions 
A grey level v lume u ually repre scnts a large number f di ff rent r 'gicrn. l'o 
di play a particular region f intcrc t, which part r the lumc r hich 
c nsiitutc which rcgi nor the image, must be id mtificd. This information is also nc 'cl .d 
for morphornctric 11l iasurcm '11lS f' distanc 'S, ungl 'S, and velum 'S )bj ''I cl •finition 
invol cs the establishing orb 'l' '11 ox •Is aud 111 'ani11g!'ul anatomi al terms Thi ta. k 










This process involves partition in, the ire I' I )!um' int Iitfcr 'Ht re us 
which are hornogenous with respect to some formal rit ri 1 ' hi!' ' rr si n in .... t r al 
anatomical objects. An example of' scgmcoration is specifying tn intensity rang with 
lower and upper threshold values. J\ vo I will b I 
intensity value falls within the specified rang I 11. 
Thresholding i a method commonly u d to I t ban or oft tissue in CT. It is 
only if its 
often performed during the rendering pro c s that no cplicit segmentation step is 
required. A drawback or this sort or method, is that a mall objects with cover only a 
mall fraction of a voxel and cases or uncertainty, cannot be handled efficiently. To 
model the cases, fuzzy segmentation technique have been developed, whereby a set of 
probabilitie i as igned t every voxel, indicating the evidence for different materials 
(I). 
8) Interpretation 
Interpretation is a tcp in which various regi n ran image arc id ntif 'ti incl 
labelled with meaningful term such as "white matter" or "ventricle". This 1 roe 'SS nn 
be performed interactively or with an automatic sy tern 11 [. 
9) Obtaining volumetric data 
D image arc made up c r vo els r "volume clements". Th 
dimensional analog or the pi el. J\ vo cl ha a p iti n that uniqu 
ls is a three- 
id ntif • it's 
locati n in pace. This po siti n 1, peel lied a an ( ,y,z) oordinat trip I t and r pr sent 
a value I 101111 J. 
Thr 'e dim velum ' ar • l ro 'll into small r squar elem nts, it an b 










base unit of space containing a value, usually representing olour. 
voxelized and stored in a suitable data structur ', a JI obj' 'I 'nn l ' Iispl 1y' i '' ith ar .nt 
detail in linear time, independent fcomple it of' the 1hj"t, nnd l 'ni'nt instead on 
the number of voxels used to rcpr sent it I 1 1111 I. 
I\ volume is simply a 30 arra r data. Th' ( p or n b Im t anything. 
Required information can also be prccomput d and tor d in n v x l. -pically a voxel 
is made up of three fields as shown in Figure 2. 7 bclox . 
Scalar annal Gradient 
Figure 2.4: Fields in a voxel 
The data stored in the voxel includes an 8-bit scalar value and two precomputed 
field . The scalar value yields volume information, or information needed to create th' 
volume file, and is u ed for cla ification. The first precomputed field is a surfa · 
normal vector encoded in a 16-bit field. It gives urfacc inf rmation used for duin 1 
shading routines. The econd precomputed i the gradicnt-magnitud of' th s .aiur v 1111 '. 
Thi field can b u ed for detecting surface b undaries during cla ificati n. 
2.10 MATLAB 
2. l 0.0 Overview 
MATLAB is the ne of' the manipulating software that ha the l olbox t de ign 
the dimcnsi nal object included time domain It .an convert the MRI data format to 










manipulating on using MATLAB. Let review the explanations about th' uu lltn.). f th' 
MATLAB, but on this review the head will be an c •trnpl '. 
2.10.1 Image Processing Toolbox 
Oisph1ying M ultiframe I nuigcs 
A multiframc image is an image file that ntain mor than one image. The 
MATLAB-supported formats that enable the r ading and ' riting of multiframe images 
are HOF and Tl FF. Once read into MATLAB, I he image frames of a multi frame image 
are always handled in the fourth dimension. Multiframe images can be loaded from disk 
using a special syntax of imread, or created using MATLAB. Multiframe images can be 
displayed in several different way ; to di play a multiframe image, can Display the 
frames individually, using the imshow function. See Displaying the Frames or a 
Multiframc I magc Individually bcl W. Di play all or the frames at once, using I he 
montage function. See Displaying All Frames of a Multiframc Image at 
the frames to a movie, using the imm vie function. cc onvcrting a Multilram Ima 1, 
to a Movi below. 
Displaying the Frames of a Multifrnmc lmagl' l11diviclually 
ln MATLAB, the frame or a multifrarnc image arc hand! d in th, fourth 
dimension. To view an individual frame, .all imshow and pccif the fram LI 1110 
standard MATLAl3 indexing notation. For » ample, to view the c enth frame in th, 










The following example loads mri.tif in the MATLAB command \: in i \\ s nu i lis]: lays 
the third frame. 
% Initialize an array to hold the 27 [ram 's ofmri.f i]' 
mri - uint8(zcros( 128, 128, 1,27)); 
for framc=l :27 
% Read each frame into the appropriate Irarn m m mor 
[mri(:,:,:,frame),map] = imread('mri.tif,frame); 
end 
imshow(mri(:, :, :,3),map ); 
Figure 2.S:Thircl frame of mri tif 
lntcn ity, index d, and binar multiframc images ha ' a dimcn i n r m-l» -n- 
by-1-by-k, where I reprc nts the total number or frames, and I igni fie that th ima ic 
data has just 011' ·olor plan'. Th r ilorc, lll lol lowing call, imsb wtrn: i( ·,, ,. .nu p , 










RGB multi frame images have a dimension or m-b -n-b 1-.,-l y-k., '' h .rc h. 
represents the total number of frames, and signi fies th' xist mee r th' three .olor 
planes used in RGB images. This example, iinsilow(R 1\)(:,:,:,7)); sh \\s ill three .olor 
planes or the seventh frame, and is not quiva] nt to imsl11w R lP :,:, ,7)): which 
shows only the third color plane (blue) or th s nth fr rn . Th , tw alls will only 
yield the same results if the image i R B ,ray .al R B . 
Displaying All lframes of a Multiframe lmagr at Once 
To view all of the frames in a multiframe array at one time, use the montage 
function. montage divides a figure into multiple di play regions and displays each image 
in a separate region. The syntax for montage is similar to the imshow syntax. To display 
a multiframe intensity image, the syntax i montage(!) 
To display a multiframc indc cd image, the syntax i montagc(X,map) 
Note: All of the frames in a multi frame indexed array must use the sam colorrnnp. This 
example loads and di play all frames or a multiframc indexed image. 
% Initialize an array to hold the 27 frames or mri.tif 
mri = uint8(zeros( 128, 128, 1,27)); 
for frame-= I :27 
% Read each frame into the appropriate frame in 111 ·111or 











montage( mri, map); 
a square. 
Converting a Multiframc Image ton Movi<· 
To create a MATLAB movie from a multifram imaze arra , use the immovie 
function. This call creates a movie from a multifrarne indexed image X mov = 
immovie(X,map); where Xis a four-dimensional array of images that want to use for the 
movie. It can play the movie in MATLAB using the movie function. movie(mov);This 
example loads the multiframe image mri.tif in MATLAB command windows and make 
a movie out or it. . 
% Initialize and array Lo hold the 27 frames f mri. tif 
mri = uint8(zero ( 128, 128, 1,27)); 
for frame= I :27 
% Read ach frame int the appropriate frame in m mory. 
I mri(:, ., .framcj.rnap I = imrcadf'mri.t if', fi a111e); 
end 










Note: that immovie displays the movie as it is b 'ing 'r 'nk t, s will 1 .tu illy see th' 
movie twice. The movie runs much fast r th' • ' ond t ime usin m vi'). lore 
MATLAB movies require MATLAB in order to t run. T m ke m vi that can be 
runoutsideofMATLAl3,canusetheMATLAl3avifil and s dfr m fun tion to create 
an A VI file. A YI. 
2.11 Artificial Neural Network 
Neural network are a new information processing technique. They are computer- 
based simulation of living nervous system, which work quite differently than 
conventional computing r l 7J. from this definition know that the neural network is the 
new form of computing inspired by biological models. ln this project Neural Network 
technique apply in cgrncntation Ii r proces or getting dimensional imaging. In ord r 
to perform this modeling some operations over the image have to be completed, 011' or 
these, and perhaps the most important and complex is i mag scgrn 11tt11 ions 
Segmentations a defined by Kapur l 18j is a" a labeling pr blem in which th goal i. to 
assign to each voxel in an input gray-level image, a unique label that r 'pr' sent an 
anatomical tructure". Thor fore the ultimate objcctiv would be to proper! id ntif 
some tructures such a vena, artery the human heart ti sue and 'IC. Th' scgm ntati in )(' 
an image can be carried ut by the diff rent technique that arc ba cd m ti n th 
discontinuity and similarity of the gra level of an image. In this proj ct ural n I\ 01\.. 










In this project the Self-Organizing Maps u cd to p crfonn sc )11\ -ntnti ns. lt will 
consist on a series of nodes or " neutronens " tha t wi 11 H t u pun n s -ri 'S t' i Ill uis. F 1 .h 
cell is densely interconnected, receives a primar input in 1 1 numl r f Int r 11 
interconnections from the output of other units. Th ( •nl ')llplln., f th' n uron is 
though of as a function of the distance in tv own s: Ex it 101 1 n inhibit ry rang . The 
excitatory is in a short range up to a certain radius nd th inhibitor , surrounds the 
excitatory area up to a bigger radius. Out ide l h inhibito range a weaker and much 
bigger excitatory zone exi ts. /\ clu tcr or bubbl around one particular node of the 
network is formed because of the lateral coupling around a given cell [19]. The primary 
input determines a winner node, which will have a certain cluster and then following the 
input the winner node with it urrounding cluster or neighborhood will adapt to the 
input. The process continue after the number f iteration until a certain degree f 
adaptation is reached. When the input is an image, certain feature can be extracted Crom 












Software engineering process is onsisrin i of set r the stcj th t in lud d the 
method, equipment and procedure. h '- ref rrin J t paradigm of 
software engineering or software development Iii' L . hi paradigm usually 
chosen by the kind of project that want to dcv I pm nt and application and also 
equipment and procedure to be c nductcd. 
Paradigm or model for system development also call methodology is consist of 
veral shape that have pro and contra. Nevertheless, all models have same generic 
Phase, definition phase, development pha e and maintenance phase. 
For the whole per pectivc, methodology or steps for doing something consist or 
bjectives for particular purpose in sy tern development: 
I) Investigating accurate system requirement. 
2) ct ready the systematic tep for ystcm development. With that, th procc .ds 
of system can be monitor in time of development. 
3) Produce the system that easy to documentation and ca y for main! naucc 
4) Finding the changing of the system in the earl stage I dcvclopm nt 
5) Produce the y tern that can ma imizing in u ing 
) rcatc the linear understanding between activities, our e and limitation 








Models that want to consider below this title i the rcpr , cnt ui n r r th' st .ps 
that consist phases in system development. This onsid ration is im: utuut t rccos .. ruze 
the limitations and strengths that occur in th' s 'RI' nl' ph 1Sl'. Th 
methodology can help in system dcvclopm 'nl for this pr [e l. 
3.1 Considerations and Methodology Analysis 
3.1.0 Spiral model 
This model converge in risk reduce in system development. Below is the 
risk may be faced by the system in the scale of sy tern development process refer to this 
model: 
I. System may be not finish it goal or find the user requirement 
2. ystem may be not achieving the quality needed. 
y tern development co t is ver from the budget. 
4. Time ta! en in sy tem development is t o long from given time. 
5. The expert involve leaving the pr jcct before ending the pr j ct-abandon d 
project 
6. The same product develop but m r c ccllent than tile development project. It 
will cause the decrepit. 
This model lo king for produce the quality of' pr duct behind redu , the ri k in 
the s tern devel prncnt. Reducing the risk fact r can reduce the cost and time 
especially in the testing phase. J\ curate in ris] analysis .an mak th maint nan c 
phase become casil , behind perform the all n nnlivc wa for problem .olving in prcdu t 










Nevertheless, this model needed connection or c mmuni ation bctw ''I\ user mi 
system developer to initial the risk and method or sol ing prol I .m. ' this m i 'l L nly 
suitable for only internal system dcvcl prncnt whi h s 
in the same organization. Accompany for st 1k 'hold r diff r nee can 
makes many problem in contract agreement and non- . p 
Behind that, the accurate risk analy i is n t th 1 t b done. So it's not 
suitable for the small system development. 
3.1.1 Rapid Prototyping Model 
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Figure 3.0: Rapid Prototyping model 
o Start with user interface (probably most imp rtant l ustorn 'r . 
o When customer is happy with that, then w rl n the behind the seen'. 
stuff. 
o u tomcr is involved throughout the entire pr cc . 
o Linear m del 
o Docs not turn into "1 roduct" 










Rapid Prototyping Model: Specific focus 
Phase 0: System Requirement 
It is not really the Rapid protot pin i phase b 'ms' it i Iind ut b fore 
the first phase begins. But it is important litt I bit fl r purpose of 
understanding. In this phase, the re carch and anal si in the p tem perform to 
make understanding to develop the sy tern and al o id ntif the strength and limitation 
in the past system. With that it will help to find and identify the additional system 
requirement for the new system. l lave everal technique to reach this goal included 
finding the information from the past system documentations, discussion between past 
developer with the specific questions and many more technique. This phase needed to 
help in system developmenl in the dimension or the ystem requirement and data beside 
the understanding the proce , data flow and input-output in the system. 
The techniques like data n w diagram (DFD), .;.ntity relationship iugrum 
( RD), structure chart and State Tran iti n Diagram ( TD) may be able to b 11s' to 
understanding the behavior of the y tern in graphic manner. 
This phase also must con ider the user requirement as urned important for the 
user interface development (e.g. menu, algorithms b and window ), input scr en, and 
manipulating screen. In thi pha e the developer must define the functi n r quir m nt 
and the non-function requirement. It is important for the succe 'S in y tern developm nt 
Un-accurate in purpose of introducing the function requirement and n 11 fun tions 










Phase l: Prototyping the Requirement 
This is the first phase in Rapid prot typing re hni 1u '. In this l h '· 'th' r , ult for 
system requirement in the phase 0 prototyp d. It also has th list fr \ isi ns t t ich the 
right prototyping process. In the Rapid prototyping t hniqu , t 11 fr m this phase, 
interaction between user and developer begin until the t m Iini h. 
Phase 2: Prototyping Design 
In this phase system design prototyped. It also ha th list of revisions to taking 
the advising from user in the system de ign. The proce es getting the information from 
user to develop the satisfied design continue repetitions until reach the goal. 
Phase 3: Prototyping System 
Like above 2 phase in this technique, where the user accompany to give the 
information for the purpose of system design. Thi ystem design included the create 
user interface, window , manipulate icon and coding windows. 
Phase 4: Testing 
This is the last step 111 Rapid prototyping. The te ting procc s is purpos to 
minimum the error before deliver the ystem to user. This process im] rtaut to impro , 
a quality of the sy tern. 
This te ting consist or the several stages: 
I) Function testing to ensure that ystern complete t peratc. 
2) Function testing t ensure that the user satisfied to the system. 









System assessment doing after month operated. 11 is I kiu for xpert 
workers beside the stable system. This pro 'SS is i mportnnt t msur th t the sy tern 
reach the objective. 
Analysis and synthesis 
From above considerations, rapid prototyping model i the most suitable model 
Using in this project because the development process i quit fast with the need of 
interaction between users in each step of the prototyping process. It also keeps the 
r visions in each step of development. For the purpose of the human heart modeling the 
rriodeling process have a high interaction between developer and the user (physicians). 
he modeling process needs the fast result to perform the problem solving in th' 
ll\edical purpose. This model al o deducts some step that con ·i 'ts in the thar mod 'I nnd 
uitablc for purp sc of modeling and their objectives. -r m this deduct cl also .un !'1st in 
r ach the objectives. Below is the summarization about why rapid prot typing me cl 'I 
the most suitable model: 
-suitablc ri r mall model or system 
-thc model doc n' t need Ila vc lo many steps t ed 
-the modeling need fast development 










3.2 System Methodology 
Figure . I verview or project processes 
onvert 20 i1mg s to. I 
ima 1 s 
Using Neural Network Self 
rganizing Maps ( OM) to 
cgmcnt the image 
Read volume data into 
system, project in a 30 view 
Perform Animation to the 30 
3.2.0 Reading of the 20 images files 
2 slices had to be procc scd to obtain . D v lurne imag s. A mention d 21 
MRI slices arc available in he A 'R format. The c file, have lo be nvcrt .d to the 
MAT f rmat to be read in and manipulated in Mat ab. 
voxcls were calculated lo obtain the D volume. 









Voxel size and intensity computation was done using the follov in Ionuul is. \' . 'I .izc 
vv as calculated using formula (1 ). The intensity of a ox 'l v 1s ·nl .ul 11 'i usiug f rmul 1 
(2). 
(1) Voxel Size !\ x I 
where !\ rcj resents the pi l ar 'H, and I is the 
slices. 
(2) Voxel Intensity, 1 -= (X1 + X2 + X.1 + X, + X, + X6 + X1 + Xs) I 8 
b tv en adjacent 
where Xis the pixel intcn ity. 
"Through these calculations a voxel was defined. Once voxels had been created, 3 D 
v olumc image were obtained. 
MatLab was found Lo be a suitable oftware to be used in thu project. Matl.ab allows 
flexible manipulations of data through its array data structure. Various built in function 
can be used, and c nvcrsions fr mother platforms arc allowed. 
3.2.1 Defining a suitable data structure to store voxcls 
A suitable data structure must be used to store voxcl value . For storage or 
oxcls, a multi-dimensional data tructurc was used, since many value· nich as , , , and 
coordinates had to be stored. The Matl.ab s~ ftwarc allow varir us manipulation 
lllethod of the array data structure. Arrays provide multi-dimensi nal toragc, 
ornputational and data rganization lcatur s 171 
Multi-di men ional array in Matl.ab arc a11 ' tcnsi 11 or the normal 21 matri 
-D matrix clement can be a ice .scd with two subscripts, one representing the ro' ind 








subscripts for indexing. The first subscript references array dimension I, th· r "·Th· 
second references dimension 2, the column. Th' third r .fcr in • 'S im -nsi 11 3, kn wu is 
page. 
The same techniques used lo er 'flt _\ rnnt ric s, .nn l use t 
dimensional array. MatLab provides asp .ial on· it n tion fun ti n f r building multi- 
dimensional arrays. These arrays can be , n .rat d u in> ind xing r u ing MatLab 
'functions . Concatenation of the MAT format file r d ne, to obtain a 3 D array. 
When the 30 array had been obtained, a Mat Lab program as written to calculate 
Voxels, as explained above, thus producing a JD volume. 
3.2.2 Using Neural Network Self Organizing Maps to segment the image 
When the image have store in the computer, image then performed th 
egmentaticns using self- organizing maps neural network proposed by Kohon in, It 
llow 2 basic thing: matching and finding the winner node determined by th' mi11i11111111 
d istancc to the input and the update of the position of' the neurons inside the .lust ·r I l < 1 
he updating process is a variation of the location of the n de, proporti nal to th 
distance from the node to the input multiplied by the gain sequence if th' nod Ii'. 
ll)side the neighborhood. If it is not inside the ncighborh od, it p sit ion r main 
llnchanged. 
Beside that the neighborh od define with the pre cnt of two different ca e , one 
the network or nodes accepts that tile ncighlx rho cl is limited b the cd res or the 
tworl itself, and the other case that the 11 .ighborbood is not limit b the cd res or th 
l) tworl 11 1. From that w \ know that lor \ ampl I if th I network consi: l r th n* I 









the network is a two- dimensional array of neurons, the net ork its 'If ,i, in 'r illy limit: 
the neighborhood. 
For the image, it used as input and transform into m i*j*l mntri , \\ h ere i*j L the 
dimension in the pixel of the image and I, l h • numb 'r of 11.'L'r r th' im '- For color 
image 1=3 and for the gray scale ima res I I. Fnr ' h i.j.l) siti n th r ar exist a 
Ki.j.l value in the range 0-255 depending on the int n it r gray level. For 
example Jet Rij,1 be the region of exi tence of I . I o l t looking for the example that 
the image transform to the 30 matrix like figure \.2: 
K 
J 
Figure 3.2: Matrix }D of image 
he i and j axi follow the original image and tile value ofthe I -a is proportional to th 
ll)t nsity, darkne /brightness, of the pixel in thc x, y p sitions f th riginal imag . L t 
<:ty the edge of the image appear with a higher k value and the while the other elem nt 
ppcar in the lower values. From this cxarnpl I now that when appl ing to the human 
h~arl it can appear in the different value b itwccn the differ nl kinds or pi/ I in h 'art 
his format olthc image allows s 'v nul tn-111 'f'o11nations. in c the k valu r p1 sent th 










different thresholds one lower, LT, and one higher, I IT, th' luc f k 'rn l 
t:ransformed according to: 
'\I i,j,1 0<; LT<l IT..-255 
0< Ki,j.1 :5L T l<i,j,l 0 
L T<Ki,j,1:5HT ___.. Kl.j.t=Ktj.: 
l-IT<Ki,j,1:5255 ---.. Ki,j,i=O 
According to above equations, when segment the edges of heart(for example) just 
Selected the higher K value which correspond to the edge of the heart. 
Once the image ha been tran formed into a matrix, and segmented if needed by 
gray level selections, the algorithm for the self-organizing maps ( M) will have an 
tnput region the non-zero value of the matrix. The value is used for the sci f'-orgn11izin 1 
tn.ap (SOM) algorithm that runs until a certain parameter is reached. Then th' Iinnl 













Figure 3 .3: egmentations Algorithm 
The Self-organizing maps run with different images as input signal. For the 
rnedical images the networl with the ring topology is the most suitable instead of a grid 
or linear [19]. It can provide the be t re ults in order to extract the contour and "thin" the 
dge as well to give continuity to the shape f partitions in the heart. This result obtains 
Iler many iteration and run with the number of neurons. 
One application of the algorithm is the volumetric object rcconst 1 u 't ions. 1 
CQJlection of images produced by continuous slice of magnetic re onancc of human heart 
Can be segmented and for each slice, a number of neuron· will represent point in the 
sitions of the human heart. Thi volumetric alg rithrn will be u e to 1 re du ·ed th . 
climensional model based on the point in a dimen ional 'pace. 
For example figure below show the output of network. The po ition neur ns 











Figure 3.4: Output of network. Letter A and B show diff rent distributions of the 
neurons 
Letter A point a higher density or neuron along the edges and letter B show an 
Unfilled region between the edge . Through this distance between neurons certain 
element in human heart can be identified like the artery or edge or heart like letter A. 
3,2.3 Volume and sub-volume visualization 
The volume was projected in a 3 view through manipulation of' various 
l'vi.atLab functions. The Sub-volume was obtained by using the 'sub-v lumc' function in 
1'1atLab. Data ranges along the x-, y- and z-axis, corresponding t where the user would 
l i "bee to view the volume arc read into the function. This portion r th' velum is th .n 








4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND Dli: IGN 
4.0 Introduction 
Like that have already mentioned b for , s st m 1n1 I . is pha i the early phase 
in a system development life cycle. Thi pha e is important in getting an explanation and 
knowledge about important aspects that need to give an reluctant in the system 
development. 
System analysis activity needs a specific approach including feedback from user 
sight, work analysis and another requirement s1 ecification that has been given by the 
organization. 
This analysis rs important to make sure that the system can execute and 
supported requirement and p licy in the rganization. l·or this reason, system analysis is 
divided into 2 main components, it is user analyze and system requirement spcci f nl ion 
that included function requirement and non-function requirement. 
4. t System requirement specification 
The requirement is a charactcri tics or description that pla in t 'Ill 
development to complete a ystem in execution as ·uggested. It' n t onl c plaining a 
now f input and output information about the system but al o cxplaining the re triction 









To get an exact requirement, each process need a r 'P "tit it u un i sh ul b 
involve a feedback from end-user and system d 'V 'lop er. An ' lL't re lHir -m int 1: 
important to ensure that the system executed normall 
For the system requirement sp ' i fi .ation t hn t 
function requirement and non-function r quir m nt. 
4. 1.1 Function requirement 
I) Image processing 
2) Animation 
3) Neural Network 
4) 3 dimensional processing 
4. 1.2 Non-Functions Requirement 
More reluctant must be given 111 user requirement satisfaction. It is not only 
about the function that is executed by the system, but it's need non-fun ·t inn 
r quirement involved. 
ther non-function requirements that mu t be G llowed by this system dcvclopm 'nt is:- 
~vailable to maintemmce 
fhe system is developed using an approach of a module that the ystcm i, consists of' 
lftall modules. It will increase an under tandinu of the system execution and mak th, 
'lflaintenance of the sy tern bee me easy when the s stern is read . 
~eliability 









Efficient and correctness 
The system can perform what the user want when it is nee i n Ith ll~' h th' ~~ st 'LH h 1 · 
been used all the time and it executes every ti111' ithuu! ll\' pr l I m. Th spe d in 
system interaction becomes one fan important issu in Asp' t of using s t m, 
_Available lo used 
The user needs to understand the sy tern, ca t u nd a pt d by the user. The 
system must be able to learn by the user in a short tim although the use the system for 
the first time. The system must have a guideline how to u e the system. 
~sy to understand 
Bow the system work must be able to under tand by the user. We can do any partial 
Changing in the system without interrupt other part in the ystem. 





ntral Processing Unit 
~mory space HOD 
ndoru Acccs · Memory 
t her requirement 
: Windows XP, Mc and above 
: MatLab 6.5 
: Pentium 500Mllz( minimum rcquircm nt) 
: 20.0 hz 
: 256 DDR/\M 









4.3 Graphical User Interfaces (GUf) 
The GUT was developed by using the int 'rH ·ti iui le P iit r ui I u I il . Th' 
GUI development tools were found to be no or unst l le I !1 ut, ' usina n rant 
craches, and non-user friendly. 
I lowever, through the implementation of n 1, th' visu liz ti n ystem has 
been made user-friendly. The user can view th v lum thr ugh just the clicks of 
buttons. Once the volume has been rendered and vie' ed, the user has to enter data 
ranges for the x-, y- and z-axis corre ponding to wh r h would like to view the 
volume. A second click of the mouse displays a rendered sub-volume. Any portion of 
the volume can be extracted viewed as a sub-volume, depending on the values entered 









5. SYSTEM IMP LEM ENTA TJON 
5.0 Overview of System Jmplementation. 
In this chapter discussed about th pro 'SS or de 'lo m 'n1 sys: em ba don the 
given requirement. Implementation is the pro ss to transl tc th wh 1 proc s or detail 
project design to the code that perform individual fun ti n. Th r ar veral process 
included in this system development and all oft hat proc s v ill be defined in the rest of 
this chapter 
5.1 Development Environment. 
The most important thing to look is the platform of the system and the 
appropriate software and hardware chose for system development. ln choosing the 
hardware and software also a platform or tool in development it would be speed up the 
development process. 
5.1.0 Hardware Requirements. 
For the hardware requirement is as same as mention in the early chapter that this 
system is running under the high performance personal computer with th high apa it 
of memory for the purpose of image processing pi cl by pi, cl. 
5.1.1 Software Requirements 
ln the software requirement also as mcnti n 111 early hapt r that th 
development of this system i in the Matlab software with 111 the cural l\ c rk 
toolbo for the elf- rganizing Mai N .urul N .tworl d · eloping and th, gi aphi · 









5.2 Development of Proposed System 
There have 6 sub-sections to be proceeding in de 
But before doing the actual step in the sys l '111, datn must t ' pr'l 11' om a 
suitable for an input in the system. 
MR T Imace Frnm sr.1-11111er 1\aking training data 
l 
Perform a cutting Created a Self-organizing 
Map Neural Network 
Changed to Matrix 
Train the Network 
Given a matrix to SOM 
neural network 
Self- rganizing Map 
Network 
Perform) D 
Figure 5.0: 'ystcm dev .lopmcnt pipeline 
1) Preparing for the data requirement. 
I) cuing Material-an image acquiring Iron: MRI 
Image acquiring fr m the MRI .can is th· image from the right-: idcd and 









current computer image format "*.tiff', which changed to 3-dimen i ml matrix imag 
in 255-by-255-by-3. 
Figure 5.1: Original image before perform a manually ROl selected 
l) Region of Interest (ROI) 
For an input in this system needs a region of interest only at human heart ar a. 
The ROI process is doing in manually by using Adobe Photoshop software. The image 
then saved in ".tif' format that carry out an 2-Dimensional matrix. If MRI image that 
already show a heart area this step can be idled because image can read throughout 
Matlab and reduced it dimension by using "squeeze" command. This Region of interest 
operation does not remove the entire unwanted tissue region. From the cutting image in 
the figure 5.2 the dark c I r region is an abdomen tissue that classify in unwanted tissue. 










-1 values. There are system referred used the random value t build this tr iininu d ita. 
But in this system not using this random value for trainin 1 nnd tl1 :i 1t 1 L , 
assure that distribution of neuron unit is not duet oth r alu lu .i . 
T=[J 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -1 · 1 0. 0. 0.-1 0. 0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 
-0.8 -I} 
Training data 
For example, when using a random value the data will be distribute in all over the 
space and in the training phase the neuron unit will adapt their synapse weight to be a 
winning neuron at their local maximum. It really useful when using many neuron but in 
this system consist only 6 neurons that want to capture large amount of training data. ft 
is not so practical in case of accuracy in classification. 
Creating the training data also consider in case of input data positi n ut r pa . 
For this case, the data will be respond back by the nearest neuron that will al ulat by 
Euclidean distances. 
1) Develop Self-Organizing Map (SOM) Neural Network. 
The network that just created set to consist f 6 neurons unit that arranging in - 
by-I-matrix dimension. This type of network is unsupervised learning, whi his n t su h 
instruction occur to be follow in perform a clustering. he ba ic idea f this neur n 
clustering is depend on class of pattern that will have something in comm n: th y ill 
judge as being similar. neuron d fine a different class that the 









During the training session, each of the neuron unit can be onsid ere 1 as .. m xim ... 
to be awarded the training vector. When any trainin i ' tor is pr cscnt .d, th iist in ·' if 
all cluster units is calculated and the neuron's unit tlrnt is .loscst t th' tr ininu v t r i .. 
denoted as a winning unit. The winning unit will th n id 1pts its syn s w i aht in a way 
that moves that cluster unit even closer lo th' trainin 1 " t :ir. 
The self-organizing map neural nctw rk has two phas f I ming. In the first phase 
the neuron units arc ordered to mirror the input pac , and in the second phase fine- 




Figure 5. : Training data pl ttcd in graph 
Before training self-organizing map neural network have initialization for 
l'\cw om is midpoint. Thus, initial nctworl neurons ar all c nccnirat d al the na p )\ 
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Figure 5.4: Network Initialization 
1.5 
The graph in figure 5 .4 showed that all of the initial synapse weight for the 6 neuron 
located in the middle before it been training. The gray spot 1 ook 1 ike one spot but i t 
consists of 6 spot arranging in stack. When network start to training the gray spot 
distributes along the space and will be present as graph below. These graphs take in 
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Figure 5.5 cont. .. 
After training session the synapse weight of neuron distribute along the training 
data space and become a winning neuron at their local area. The gray lines define the 
relative's connection between each neuron.More r elative's each unit of n curon more 
small the distances it located. On this graph also show the distribution neuron along the 
training data space and synapse weight in each neuron become to adapt to the data an. r 
1500 epochs. For example, lets says that this type of neural network want to grouping 
furniture according to use and appearance. All chair-like objects placed in one group and 
all table-like objects are another group. These groups are then inspected, and the table- 
like group is split to separate out desks. The desks group is similar to the table-like 
group and so these two groups are placed close to one another away from the chair-like 
group. So this neuron cluster algorithms do a similar job to pattern a data. The neuron 










small part. For the neurons located far away show that the pattern pcrf ti diff r nt. 
In this system, neuron will conduct as a classifier to th ' t r in ut. Wh n th 
vector given (that will discuss later in next subchaptcr) t th' n tw rk that ha small 
Euclidean distances to the input vector will respond a a re nit t thi 
neuron then adapts their synapse weight to this vector. 
1) Given input vector to the SOM neural network 
The data already saved in the Matlab ".m" files calling back into system with "load" 
command. The data that already mention in the above subchapter have 2-dimensional 
that consists of 7 4-by-94-matrix. This data showed the intensity value of an image. The 
value between 0 to 255. For purpose of input to the neuron, this intensity value must be 
changed to the value between 1 to -1. 
To perform this changing, normalization formula below used: 
NIV= -1 + (OIV/128) 
NIV= New value of intensity 
OIV= old value of intensity. 
The data of input vector changed to the value between 1 and -1 and presenting by one 
defined variable. 
2) Network simulation 
To simulate the network function "sim" used. This simulation method receives 2-by-1 
matrix of input vector. When it going to simulate the input vector given to the self- 









vector. The output for this simulation command is in matri -b - I and hauu ed t ind 'X 
in Matlab. This simulation process can be described as fi iurc .. 
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Figure 5.6: Simulation process 
The white spot is the input vector that located in the middle of 2 neurons. For example, 
assumed that the neuron will be in matrix (2, I) and (3, l ). But in the actual process, 
neuron will be unknown location in the space. The elf -organizing map neural network 
decided which neuron would be responding to the input vector based on nearest lo 'Ht ion 
and similarity of input vector to the neuron class. After known which neuron r spuudin >, 
input vector would located in one class by changing the value lo certain value decided. 
Segmentation can be perform by looking different value in the image after lassification 
by self-organizing map neural network. 
5) Acquiring an output and change to -dimcnsional matrix. 
From an output each class calling back by it irnilarit m int n ity value. It i 











l) Perform 3 dimensional 
To perform sequences, each layer content ditfcrcnt int 'nsit.' \ lue st .k 'd by giving 
one additional dimension with assign l th' ncx nrinl 1 '. This' ri bl th n calling back 
in the Matlab work space and perform a sli inn lo ~ I v lurn fan image. After 
acquiring volume the 3 Dimensional processes ' ill b 
of each class of2 dimensional images before rendered. 
ntinu b finding their contour 
5.2.0 Enrollment Development 
This system consist of several part explained in previous sub-chapter that will be 
translate back to the Matlab code. This code usually presented the process in each 
section in the system. The first section in the system is the Training data section. lt is can 
be described in the code below: 
p = l 1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 - I; I 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.6 -0.8 -11 
Tc=] 1 2 3] 
T=ind2vec(Tc) 
The variable P is the training data that created in 2-by-11 matrix and consist f value 
between 1 and -1. The variable Tc is assign ate t value of index. It will be us in the 
acquiring vector for variable T. The command "ind2vec(Tc)" means the inde or Tc 















This test data that show the mimic of result from the simulation can be changed back to 
the index by twisted this command to "vec2ind". 
net= newsom([ -1 l; -1 1],[ 6 ]); 
For the next code is to created a new Self-organizing map neural network. With the 
comm.and "net=newsom" the new self-organizing map neural network can be created. 
The network used in this system consists of 6-by- l neuron arrange in 2 dimensions and 
have two input vector fall in range -1 to 1 respectively. This network can be describe by 
graph plotted with calling by command below: 
plotsom(net.iw { 1, 1} ,net. layers { 1} .distances) 
This graph that already present in figure 5.4 show one gray spot in the middle of the 
graph. 
net.trainParam.epochs = 1500; 
net= train(net,P); 










The network that just create trained using the trai ni n r data b omm 111 i 1t l ve with th 
1500 epochs. Before that training data are test' in I p ch, I 0 't ) chs, I 'PO h , 00 
epochs, 1000 epochs and 1500 epochs to vi ' th' distributi n )f th' arav spot mean a 
neuron synapse weight. All the evaluation pro css d s rib' s J,r h in figur 5.5. 
a= sim(net,P) 
This "sim" command used to simulate a network by using testing value at training data 
"P". Variable "a" can keep the value in vector as: 
a= 
(2,1) 











From an output variable "a", it changed to the index by usinu command "ve ·_ind(a)". 
The variable "ac" can have a value of index as bcl w: 
ac= 
2 
if variable "a" having a value (2, I). 
load cl .m 
in=cl 
The command "load" is load an image that already changed to the matrix of intensity 
value. Variable "cl" is the file name and this is assign to other variable defined by "in" 
in this sy tern. 
for i=l :74 





This is the "for loop" part for the changed int .nsiry value of' an image Crom aluc Oto 










Variable "in(i,j)" show that pixel value of image "in" in the row i-th and lumn j-th. lu 
this part used a normalization formula as describe in ab ' subs' ti n th t n '' int n it 1 




This function showed a new image after performed normalization process. 
for i=l :74 
for j=l :94 
pi=[i n(i ,j);in(i,j)] 
a 1 =sim(net,pi) 
% changed vector of a I to index 
ac1 =vec2ind(a I) 
% assign new intensity value to the image in(i,j) follow by cla s. 





























This is again the for loop that proces an image assign in variable "in" pixel by pixel ror 
the simulation proce s. Variable "i" is the row or pixel and varible "j" defined column 
for pixel. Then each pixel value input lo the simulation process by assign them 1 
variable "pi". This value assign as 2-by-l matrix dimension with the sam value of ach 










taken in Matlab demo script process a intensity location (matrix of int n it ) not an 
intensity value. But this is a modified script that accept an intcn it 1 vnlu hind an 
intensity location. The location used just to calling an int n it v ilu lik "inti.j)" that 
refer to the intensity value in location i-th row and j-th lumn. hi irnulation also 
process as same to fine the nearest neuron to respond an input tor. 
The next part on this huge for loop part is vector changing. It's use a command 
"vec2ind" that assign a value of index to variable "acl ". This command operate as same 
as explained above that changing a vector value to an index value. This command used 
for the purpose of simulation output that appear in vector value. 
The last part of this for loop is the if statement that contents a different separate 
value of variable"acl ". When an output from simulation function changed to index it 
will have value that refer to the which neuron respond because a simulation function 
acquiring an output consist a vector value n-th-by-1 dimension. The most wanted value 
is n that presents n-th neuron respond to the input vector. This value then differentiate 
with an if statement and the pixel value that belong to each class of variable "ac I" will 
be assign a new value defined. For summarization, each class of "ac 1" wi 11 be different 
in intensity value and can be determine by calling back an image with code below: 
figure 
imshow(in) 











BWl =roicolor(in, -1 , -0.6) 
BW2=roicolor(in, -0.5 , -0.1) 
BW3=roicolor(in, 0 , 0.3353) 
BW 4=roicolor(in, 0.3354 , 0.6563) 
BW5=roicolor(in, 0.6564 , 0.9) 
BW6=roicolor(in, 0.91 , 1 ) 
This code is to extract the different class that consist of different intensity value. Then 







Now variable "p" is become a collection of slices that can be show as command "slice". 
This "p" data can be treat as volume. 
slice(p,[],[],[ 1 :6]) 
contourslice(p,[],[],[ 1 :6]) 
The "contourslice" command used to display a contour plot of a slice of volume. The 













daspect([ 1, 1, 1]) 
was defined to create a contour plot with the same orientation and size. 
phandles = contourslice(p,[],(],(1,2,3,4,5,6],8); 
view(3); axis tight 
set(phandles,'LineWidth',2) 
This code above used to display an orientation needed and to improve the visibility of 










6. SYSTEM TESTING 
6.0 Introduction to System Testing 
The purpose of this chapter is to cvaluut ' I he pm' '::\~in,), ~ w er, m im ry and 
secondary storage required for the off .rivc impl im '111 ti n f th algorithm. A 
simulated study was performed to gauge the ff 'Ii n .. oft h 
6.1 Content of Testing 
There are several parts in the testing proce s. lt is tested to ensure that system 
will be given the good performances and running manually 
6.1.0 Unit/component testing 
In this system consist of several small part that calling other function or calling 
other files to included in this system. But most of the part that used for callinu Iii 
function already builds in the Matlab software. The other part like "load " command is 
calling the file that used in the system. For this part the content in the file filling with th 
matrix of image intensity value. In this system image can't be calling throughout th, 
image file. Lt must be read in Matlab workspace and the value copy to another file that 
calling back to the system by command "load". 
6.1.1 Integration testing 
This sub-chapter purpose lo ensure that all components performed c rrectl 
without problem when integrated. In this ystcm all of the units or component perform 










integrate each their code in the matrix match. One component or unit can b int grated 
to another component if the matrix dimension is match betw n en h th er. For this 
system, Self-organizing map neural network receive the input in --b 1- I-matrix that 
converge to -1 to l value of intensity. To intograt d in lf- r anizing map neural 
network the training data and input vector must be set sam a th input to the network. 
So the training data and input vector created same matrix dimension as a network input. 
The simulation component also has an input dimension as a neuron input. 
The second component that must be integrated each other is a simulation 
component and if statement component. The simulation output is in vector and if 
statement receiving an index or a value that can turn to logic equation. This problem 
solve by using the command in the Matlab that changed the vector to the index before a 
simulation output being used in the if statement. 
The last part to integrate is an output image acquiring after classified by SOM 
and create 3 dimensional images. This is the process to making the sequences from 2 
dimensional images. It is process to adding dimension to an image with 2 dimensional. 
For this purpose matrix x-by-y in 2 dimensional images must be same value before it 
been adding another one dimension. This is set after classified process with in selecting 
region of interest process, which is region of interest selected by a value defined in the 
certain value. The pixel that have a value that located out of the range in selected 
consider been a dark region. But the region of interest is white region. For one image 
can be various slices in different value selected. But each slice can have all number of 
pixels in the image with is 74-by-94-matrix dimension. So each slice can have a sam 










which slice can be l-st slice and other slice be n-th slice. 
6.1.2 System Testing 
This chapter concern about fully functional op 'ration )f th s 1 t m fl propo ed. 
Before the application of the algorithm apply to th r al-world d t s t , the algorithm 
was tested using synthetic data, comprising constant int ns it 1 obj ct on a constant 
intensity background. The test begins with the some r ated image that has different 
intensity value decided that showed in figure 6.0. 
!_+) (.::•, ,,,...'. 
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Figure 6.0: Lmage created with intensity value decided 
ach pixel value simulated the different value at intensity in the image and 
region to be extracted. There arc value in the dark color that showed the intensity valu 
is O or less than 0. Otherwise the intensity value is bi 1gcr than but not due t the 1 










simulated the different meaning in the image. The dark color simulated th unwanted 
partitions in the human abdomen or even a blood. Bes id that th' th er pi · l color 
simulated the main heart elastic wall or other heart soft ti u c. Thi If- rganizing map 
neural network wants to perform the classification and n quiring th diff r nt region on 
this image. For the beginning SOM network g iv n 2 n ur n to lassify the different 
between the pixels simulated heart wall and other tissue. It perform well when it 
acquiring the result as present in figure 6.1. It changed this dark tissue to the white color 
and other tissue to the dark color. This algorithm then changed back to make sure that 
the color is right to the region it's present (white is soft tissue and dark is unwanted 
tissue or blood). 
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Figure 6.1: Tested image after classify in SOM network 
The satisfactory of this classification process is to make the different between 
different values in the pixel. On this testing also can described the Self-organizing maps 











The last part in this chapter is the result. Real-I if' im rue of hum in h mrt i U 'Cd 
to ensure that the system perform well in the Im 1' dat . Th' first rt t king i the 
training scheme. The epochs of training is hanu d time fl 'r tirn 
neuron distribute perfectly in the training data. Art po h th n uron meet their 
maximum distribution in the training data as shr» in figur 5.5. The second part is 
looking an output acquired produced by the system on given input vector. Figure 6.2 
show an image giving to the system. 
Figure 6.2: Original image given to the system 
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Figure 6.3: Output image after classification 
This image consists of 6 different class of' intensity value defined in each class. 
Each class of this intensity value can be differentiate by call back the value by 
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Figure 6.4: Image after clustering process 
The white color region on each image showed the pixel that have an intensity 
value defined. The dark color region is the pixel value that excluded. When going down 
stream from cluster l till cluster 6, it showed the evaluation of different classes of 
clustering. 
The white color region on each image showed the pixel that have an intensity 
value defined. The dark color region is the pixel value that excluded. When going trough 
cluster 1 till cluster 6, it showed the evaluation of different classes of clustering. 
To perform a volumetric, each image arranging into stack and the distance is set from 
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Figure 6.5: 2D image arranging in stack 
100 
Nevertheless the segmentation operation does not remove all of regions that not 
necessary used for 3D. Thus, the segmented image sliced again by selecting their 
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Figure 6.6: Image after contour selecting 












Experimental results were discussed in the prcviou hn t r and in thi chapter 
the weakness o ft he proposed 3 dimensional human h art m d ling a r a nalyz d and 
discussed and the concluding remarks will produced. 
7.0 The weakness of this project 
In the early chapter there are several objectives need to achieve. Even thought 
there are some objective cannot be reach due to some factor occur. When narrow down 
to the system development process, it is stopped at development a volumetric image. 
The rest of process cannot be proceed due to time limitation and too much time spending 
in process of understanding the behavior of self-organizing map neural network and also 
in the development phase. Two more part should be finish is rendered process and 
making an animation of heart beating process. But this project showed the useful path to 
achieve these two objectives and need a little bit research in the graphic and image area. 
This system cannot be one of the user-friendly systems because it is not provide any user 
interface layout. Nevertheless due to the system is trough-away kind like system; the 
interface is not too important part because the parameter and variable using in this 
system need to be changed in different time according to the used of system. 
The problems also occur in high computational cost of space and time persists, 
despite the selection of a region of interest. The segmentation process for one image 










computational power and data storage capacity is required for con er 1 n or a biologi al 
model. 
7.1 The Outcome of this Research 
The performance of the proposed 3 dimensional human heart modeling algorithm 
is sensitive to various parameters such as the izc of region of interest, location of region 
of interest and the self-organizing output class. This all parameters tested and changed 
from time to time to acquiring the maximum result satisfied. 
7.2 Further Research Suggestion 
From the weakness of this project, further research suggested in the graphic area 
and image section with in field of creating a movie to an image. This 2 area is the mos! 
important area to make a real-life like 3 Dimensional human hearts modeling with hear! 
beating animation. Also this project can be making as a path to further real life or ran 
modeling. 
7.3 Concluding remarks 
3 dimensional biological organ modeling has potential application in various 
medical fields e.g. traurnalogy, neurosurgery planning, radiotherapy planning, medical 
research and education. Lt is a long process. When exploring from up-stream to down- 
stream it is consist of serial process that connected each other. Even though to produced 
the real-life like 3 dimensional model it is depend on acquiring an image from MR 










changed to produce a satisfied result as explain in the previou sub- h pier. Y t, thi 
modeling system is not one of the exact models that " ill ui ' ·1 re 11-lif' like 
dimensional models. It is because some of I he s' rm 'Ill .d r 'suit n 
satisfied result due to the pixel value that consists of n 'fir! 
ivine a full- 
Thi. kind of 
value look likes to be the same but presenting _ diff r nt r gi n in th image. Other 
factor that influences this modeling process is the qualit f irnag acquiring by MR 
scanned image. The hardware requirement also one of th important components must 
be view when performing for conversion of a biological modeling. 
Even though, hope this scholarly training will be one of the paths for the next 
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1) Whole project code 
%% A One-dimensional Self-organizing Map 
% classify 11 two-element vectors. 




% Use a 6- by- 1 layer of neurons to classify the vectors above. We would 
% like each neuron to respond to a different region, and 
% neighboring neurons to respond to adjacent regions. Create a layer of 6 
% neurons spread out in a 6 by 1 grid: 
net= newsom([-1 1;-1 lj,[61); 
%% 
% This can visualize the network have just created with PLOTSOM. 
% 
% Each neuron is represented by a red dot at the location of its two weights. 
% Initially all the neurons have the same weights in the middle of the vectors, 
% so only one dot appears. 
plotsom(net. iw{ 1, 1}, net. layers{ I}. distances) 
%% 












% Afier training, note that the layer ofneurons has begun to se(f-orgafll:t' so 
% that each neuron now classifies a different region oftln: i111 11t ·'I 1 'l', 111 f 
% adjacent (connected) neurons respond to adjac int r '~ions. 
net. trainl'aram. epochs J 500; 
net traintnet.P); 
plotsomtnet. iw[l, J ),net. layers] !).distance.~) 
% 
% Now use S!M Lo classify vectors hy giving to the network and 
% seeing which neuron responds. 
% 
% The neuron indicated by "a" responded with a "I ". sop belongs to that class. 
a simtnet.P) 
% Changedfrom the vector to indexfor output "a" 
ac vec2ind(a) 
% load an image matrix that want to classify 
load cl.m 
% assign an image lo variable 
in c I 
% Doing normalization- changed intensity valuefrom 0 lo 255, lo I to -I 
for i /: 7../ 
j(Jrj 1:9../ 













% show an image after normalization . 
. figure 
imshowtin) 
%% Now use SIM to classify image vectors by giving lo the 11 itwork and 
% seeing which neuron responds. 
% 
% The neuron indicated by "al" responded with a "l ", sop belongs to that class. 
for i-1:74 
forj 1:9./ 
pi / i nti.j); in(i,j) / 
al sim/net.pi) 
% changed vector of al to index 
ac I vec2ind(al) 
% assign new intensity value to the image in(i,.JJ.f(Jl/ow hy class. 
ifac l 1 
in(i,j) -1 
else ifac I 2 
in(i.j) -0.5 
else ifac I 3 
in(i,j) 0 
else {f ac I ./ 










else if acl ==5 
in(i,j) =O. 65 63 










% show an image after classification-all of image 
imshowtin) 
% call back new intensity value of image. 
B W 1 =roicolortin, -1, -0. 6) 
B W2=roicolor(in,-O. 5,-0.1) 
B W3 =roicolor(in, 0, 0. 3 3 5 3) 
BW4=roicolor(in,0.3354,0.6563) 
B W5 =roicolor(in, 0. 65 64, 0. 9) 
B W6 =roicolor(in, 0. 91, 1) 






















daspect([l, 1, 1)) 
% making the 3D for the image 
phandles = contourslice(p,[},[},[1,2,3,4,5,6),8); 
view(3); axis tight 










2) Self-organizing map parameter 
SOM parameters value used (some of the value is the default aluc th 11 ilrcnd 1 been set 
after using command "newson"): 
- 
SOM parameters Pararnet r alu 
Ordering phase learning rate 0.9 
Ordering phase steps 1000 
Turning phase learning rate 0.02 
Turning phase neighborhood distance 1 
Epochs 1500 
Topology function Grid (grid top) 
Distance function Link distribution (Linkdist) 
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